SOUTH BOHEMIAN AGENCY FOR SUPPORT TO INNOVATIVE ENTERPRISING

PUBLIC

COUNTRY / REGION:
Czech Republic / South Bohemian

CONTACT:
Michaela Novotná
www.jaip.eu
info@jaip.cz
+420 608 572269

ADDRESS:
Na Zlaté stoce 1619,
370 05 České Budějovice

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
- supports and develops innovation focused on health - bioproducts, life science - veterinary and plant products, fishing;
- cooperates with regional and local authorities, SMEs, networks and clusters;
- has large contact base in the RO;
- has major success in the field of:
  +) education and information services for SME and start-ups
  +) increase of competitiveness of SMEs
  +) helping start-ups to start their businesses through an acceleration program;

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
- deepen the knowledge in services, to bring Best practice from abroad (about new innovation instrument)